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Abstract

The purpose was to compare the physiological responses to periodic 5 s breath holds (CBH),
increased power output (FLK), and both (FBH) every 30 s followed by 25 s of continuous heavy
intensity cycling exercise with free-breathing (CON). Minute ventilation (V̇ E) was greater (p <
0.05) in CBH (97.58 + 16 L·min-1) and FBH (100.9 + 19 L·min-1), pulmonary oxygen uptake
(V̇ O2p) was similar in CBH (2.73 + 0.14 L·min-1) and FBH (2.73 + 0.14 L·min-1) and greater in
FLK (2.85 + 0.12 L·min-1), compared to CON (2.71 + 0.12 L·min-1). FBH also resulted in slower
V̇ O2p kinetics (62.2 + 19 s) and greater blood lactate concentrations (11.5 + 2.7 mM), compared
to CON (48.8 + 12 s; 9.0 + 2.3 mM). Together, we demonstrated that breath hold-induced
hypoxemia and hypercapnia were resolved when not combined with additional work.

Keywords: breath-by-breath pulmonary O2 uptake, gas exchange, breath hold, hypoxia, muscle
deoxygenation, intermittent exercise, heavy intensity
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Chapter 1

1

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

1.1

Introduction
Intermittent exercise patterns are inherent to a variety of sports such as cycling (59),

rowing (72), and swimming (16). During training and competition, these intermittent exercise
patterns may be comprised of brief periods of higher power output. In the sport of swimming,
these periods of higher power output may be performed during the underwater kicking phase
after a turn in a 50 m pool, to maintain or increase speed (45, 80). As such, a breath hold is
required. Olympic swimming rules (18) dictate that the swimmer may stay under water after a
turn for a distance no greater than 15 m.
A swimmer may elect to perform underwater kicking for the total 15 m distance at
various intensities. They will cover that 15 m distance in approximately 5 s. Upon reaching the
surface of the water, the swimmers continue to kick for approximately 25 s (73) as a
complementary propulsive component to the upper limbs for the remainder of the 50 m distance.
Thus, during swimming training and/or competitions requiring multiple lengths of a 50 m
pool, numerous cardiovascular, respiratory and metabolic challenges associated with the regular
and intermittent changes in power output, and breath hold-induced reductions in O2 delivery to
the tissues (hypoxia) must be resolved. The present study examined the physiological responses
associated with the regular insertions of 5 s breath holds and/or periods of higher power output
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(sprints) after a 25 s period performed at a work rate that is above the lactate threshold during leg
only exercise, on a cycle ergometer.
This chapter reviews the background literature of breath holding and intermittent exercise
including energy systems, pulmonary gas exchange, oxygen uptake kinetics, lactate threshold
and buffering, and muscle deoxygenation to underpin the rationale for this study. Thereafter, an
overview of the equipment used for the cardiorespiratory and metabolic data collection, and their
relevance to this research study is presented.

1.2

Energy Systems and Lactate Threshold

Energy Systems
The current study utilized six minute (min) bouts of high intensity constant load exercise.
Therefore, the energy systems responsible for providing adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for this
intensity and duration will be addressed first. At the onset of exercise, there is an instantaneous
increase in ATP requirement at the exercising muscles that matches the prescribed work rate.
However, the energy contribution from aerobic metabolism is delayed for a brief period until
cardic output increases and due to the “sluggishness” of the metabolic pathways (91). The
phosphorylation necessary during the first ~60 s after the onset of exercise is primarily provided
by the adenosine triphosphate-phosphocreatine (ATP-PCr) and the glycolytic systems. Its
magnitude and duration determines the ‘O2 deficit’ (47). Figure 1 below illustrates the interplay
between both the PCr-derived, glycolytic and oxidative phosphorylation contributions to 5 min
of constant-load exercise (20). Thus, a similar energy system interplay is expected during the 6
min constant-load exercise in the present study.
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Oxidative phosphorylation

Figure 1. Energy system contribution during a five-minute constantload exercise bout. The first (blue) line represents the ATP-PCr
system, the second (red) line represents anaerobic glycolysis, and the
third (green) line represents oxidative phosphorylation (modified
from Fielder et al., 2016).

The final stage of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway is the electron transport chain.
It is here where the movement of H+ generates a proton gradient within the inner mitochondrial
membrane that facilitates adenosine diphosphate (ADP) phosphorylation in the presence of ATP
synthase. The final reaction of the electron transport chain involves the coupling of a pair of H+
to ½ an O2. Oxygen utilization or uptake at the mouth is dictated by this final step (47). Thus,
increasing the ATP demand and related O2 utilization results in decreased partial pressure of O2
(PO2) at the muscle. This stimulates offloading of the O2 from the myoglobin (Mb) in the muscle
and subsequently O2 from the hemoglobin (Hb) in the microvasculature. This in turn results in an
increase in deoxygenated Hb and a decrease in the PO2 (26). This drop in PO2 also results in
increased vasodilation that enhances blood flow, and thus O2 delivery (55). As this blood reaches
the lungs, an elevated alveolar-capillary PO2 gradient results (83). Under steady-state V̇ O2p
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conditions, deoxygenated hemoglobin concentrations ([HHb]) have been utilized to provide
insight to changes in O2 delivery (55).

Lactate Threshold
High intensity exercise during training and competition is associated with increased
lactate production. Within the context of the high intensity exercise performed in the present
study, a greater rate of pyruvate production than its oxidation in Kreb’s cycle results in pyruvate
accumulation. Initially, the build-up of pyruvate is minimized as lactate dehydrogenase reduces
pyruvate into lactic acid (47). Lactic acid, due to its high pKa, immediately dissociates into
lactate (La-), a strong anion, and equimolar (1.5) amounts of hydrogen ions ([H+]). High
concentrations of La- and H+ in the cytosol are co-transported across the sarcolemma via
monocarboxylate transporters to the blood (27). Assuming bicarbonate ions are available, H+ is
buffered by the carbonic anhydrase reaction, producing CO2 (23). This leads to increased partial
pressures of CO2 in the blood (hypercapnia). As peripheral chemoreceptors are most sensitive to
changes in PCO2, this increase in non-metabolic CO2 will stimulate the peripheral
chemoreceptors (88) to induce hyperventilation for the removal of CO2 from the blood. If H+
production continues to increase beyond the maximal capacity of bicarbonate-ventilatory
buffering, termed as the lactate threshold, H+ will accumulate and result in decreased pH.
As exercise intensity increases within work rates below the lactate threshold, the increase
in oxidative phosphorylation is matched by an identical increase in respiratory CO2 production
(V̇ CO2p) originating from the pyruvate to acetyl-CoA reaction and the Kreb’s cycle. Under
steady state conditions, V̇ O2p stabilizes after approximately 3 min and V̇ CO2p after 4 min (11).
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Under prolonged submaximal exercise intensities, oxidative phosphorylation is
responsible primarily for meeting the ATP requirement. However, as mentioned, ATP supply
from aerobic metabolism does not increase instantaneously to meet the energy demand at
exercise onset (91). During this upregulation period of oxidative phosphorylation ATP is
produced primarily via the breakdown of intramuscular PCr stores and substrate level
phosphorylation (Wilmore et al., 2008). Moreover, at intensities below the lactate threshold
(moderate intensity exercise), this transient mismatch between the rate of ATP hydrolysis
required to fuel mitochondrial metabolism and the actual rate of ATP supply, also known as the
‘O2 deficit’, is overcome and a steady state V̇ O2p is achieved (11).
In the present study, exercise will be performed at supra-lactate threshold intensities for 6
min. Thus, increased [La-] is expected upon completion of each exercise bout. During exercise at
intensities above the lactate threshold, the buffering and subsequent accumulation of H+ via the
carbonic anhydrase reaction (Equation 1) results in increased in non-respiratory V̇ CO2p resulting
in the accumulation, and subsequent buffering of H+.
Equation 1. Interconversion of carbon dioxide and water to bicarbonate and protons.

This is linked with substrate level phosphorylation and ATP hydrolysis, which is
associated with increases in chemoreceptor output from increased V̇ CO2p, that results in an
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increase in ventilation (61). Moreover, work rates above the lactate threshold are also associated
with the evolution of the V̇ O2p “slow component” that delays the onset of steady state V̇ O2p (91).
The V̇ O2p slow component will be described in depth later in this review.

1.3

Oxygen Uptake Kinetics
At exercise intensities below the lactate threshold (moderate intensity), the rate of

adjustment of V̇ O2p exhibits a mono-exponential response to match ATP demand during
exercise. Three distinct V̇ O2p kinetic phases are observed (Whipp et al., 1982). Phase I is the
‘cardio-dynamic’ phase, comprised of a temporal delay (~20 s) between the deoxygenated blood
arriving at the lungs, prior to the increase in cardiac output. Phase II or the “fundamental” phase
is the larger mono-exponential that projects towards steady-state, reflective of both the increased
rate of ATP utilization and O2 delivery (89). At work rates below the lactate threshold Phase III
is the point at which V̇ O2p reaches a steady-state at which the ATP requirement is met entirely by
oxidative phosphorylation.
At exercise intensities above the lactate threshold (heavy intensity domain), similar to the
work rates employed in the present study, Phase III exhibits as a second exponential called the
“slow component” and the onset of steady state V̇ O2p is delayed, and if the work rate is high
enough, may not be attained (91). This phenomena during supra-lactate threshold constant-load
exercise has been used to describe the increase in V̇ O2/work rate relationship, or gain (35).
The kinetic response of the phase II V̇ O2p is described by the time constant tau (t). This
reflects the time it takes V̇ O2p to reach 63% of the difference from baseline V̇ O2p to steady-state
V̇ O2p. In healthy young adults, the tV̇ O2p for exercise below the lactate threshold (moderate
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intensity) has shown to range from 20 – 35 s (3, 14), and even longer for exercise above the
lactate threshold (heavy intensity) (17).
Earlier research has also observed a slowing of V̇ O2p kinetics from moderate to severe
intensity (upper range of heavy intensity) work rates (9). It has been suggested that this slowing
is linked to increased type II muscle fibre recruitment associated with the greater force
requirement (62, 87) and the consequent increase in lactate production and H+ (43), V̇ O2p (31),
and PCr breakdown (3). This observed slowing of V̇ O2p kinetics was attributed to the intrinsic
slowness of skeletal muscle oxidative metabolism associated with the increased ATP demand
and type II fibre recruitment during high intensity exercise (87).

1.4

Intermittent Exercise
In the present study, intermittent exercise patterns of differing intensities of six min in

duration were utilized. From the beginning of research on intermittent exercise (Astrand et
al.,1960; Christensen et al., 1960), different durations of the short work: recovery durations have
been investigated: 5 min: 2 min (Fox et al., 1975); 30 s: 30 s (Astrand et al., 1960) and 10 s: 5 s
(Christensen et al., 1960). The 10 s: 5 s work was only performed with a sample size of two. As
such, data from Christensen et al. (1960) were speculative.
More recent work by Belfry et al. (7) has observed the effects of intermittent 5 s recovery
periods of two sub-lactate threshold intensities (moderate and light) followed by 10 s of supralactate threshold intensity over an 8 min exercise bout (INT). In comparison to the continuous
exercise performed at the same power output as the 10 s work periods of the INT, the INT with 5
s of recovery performed at moderate intensity was associated with a lower mean V̇ O2p and the 5
s of recovery performed at light intensity exercise elicited a further reduction in V̇ O2p. These
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observations are also consistent with previous literature linking the changes in phosphocreatine
concentrations ([PCr]) with changes in V̇ O2p, which has been suggested to be a proxy for
oxidative phosphorylation (67). Oscillations in V̇ O2p were also observed over the work: recovery
cycles. These fluctuations were matched temporally with NIRS-derived Δ[HHb] (7) that also
suggested fluctuations in oxidative phosphorylation.
Since the insertion of 5 s recovery periods has been shown to increase mean [PCr] (8) and
decrease mean V̇ O2p (7), repeated insertions of 5 s at higher power output in the present study
would be expected to result in the opposite V̇ O2p response. These 10 s work: 5 s recovery cycles
were also associated with increases in PCr-derived phosphorylation substrate level
phosphorylation over the first 4 s of the work period (8). It would be expected that the proposed
intermittent 5 s sprints would require a similar increase in ATP-PCr derived and substrate level
phosphorylation.
Furthermore, these intermittent exercise protocols were associated with lower Δ[HHb]
compared to continuous exercise (7). This was attributed to reduced intramuscular pressures (64)
and impedance to flow in the exercising muscles during the rest periods (2, 21, 44). Therefore, if
the 5 s periods in the present study are performed at higher power output, it is suggested that the
opposite response (greater Δ[HHb] and impaired blood flow distribution or O2 delivery) will be
observed.
As previously mentioned, the adjustment of normalized [HHb]-to-V̇ O2 ratio
(Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2) has been utilized to provide insight to the balance between O2 utilization to O2
delivery (i.e. measure of muscle blood flow distribution) (55). Within the intermittent exercise
paradigm, our previous work with 10 s work: 5 s recovery (7), 10 s work: 3 s (49) recovery were
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associated with decreases in Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2 ratio. Thus, it is suggested that intermittent patterns of
exercise, in comparison to continuous exercise, improves muscle blood flow distribution.
Conversely, increasing the mean work rate, as is achieved by inserting 5 s sprint periods
in the present study would increase the contribution of type II fibre recruitment as well as
intramuscular pressures/impedance to muscle blood flow. Thus, as has been suggested
previously, the insertions of 5 s higher power output intervals will further increase [HHb] and
improve muscle blood flow distribution consequent to the local vasodilatory effects of La- (40,
51, 77).
More recently, the effects of 3 s recovery periods during heavy intensity exercise (49)
have shown that more frequent short recovery periods were associated with faster V̇ O2p kinetics.
It was postulated that the insertions of recovery periods facilitated an improved microvasculature
perfusion, and hence O2 delivery, resulting in faster V̇ O2p kinetics (49). Conversely, if these brief
periods were replaced with higher intensity exercise as opposed to recovery, it is expected that
the opposite results would occur.

1.5

Hypoxia and Breath Holding During Exercise
Breathing hypoxic gas mixtures (~15% O2) during moderate (56, 76) and heavy (4, 17)

intensity exercise has shown to slow V̇ O2p kinetics (17, 22, 30, 76). This slowing of V̇ O2p
kinetics during exercise in hypoxia has been linked to increased recruitment of less-oxidative
type II muscle fibres (24, 57), which also contributes to the development of an increased gain
and consequently an increased duration to reach the end of phase II. Hypoxia during exercise
also has been associated with greater O2 deficit, implying a greater reliance on substrate level
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and PCr-derived phosphorylation (43), resulting in increased intracellular PCr depletion and
blood La- concentrations (29, 56) that has been associated with slower V̇ O2p kinetics.
The previous research on breath holding during exercise has shown effects comparable to
hypoxia (1, 85). During a breath hold, the diffusion of O2 from the lung to the blood continues.
As such, PO2 in the lung and pulmonary capillaries decreases, giving rise to arterial hypoxemia
(65) which reduces the total O2 delivery to exercising muscles (86, 88). With reduced O2
availability at the muscle, contribution from substrate level phosphorylation is expected to
increase, in order to replace the ATP originally derived from oxidative phosphorylation (53).
Similarly, breath holds of varying durations, from 45 s every 5 min, to 15 s every min,
have resulted in reduced V̇ O2p, and increased [HHb], arterialized-capillary lactate concentrations
([La-]), and proton ([H+]) accumulation (1, 28, 38, 93, 94). Moreover, breath holds have also
been associated with increased muscle deoxygenation, as increased O2 offloading from the Hb
attempts to compensate for the reduced O2 delivery (93). Consequently, [La-] would increase,
reflecting an increased contribution from substrate level phosphorylation (66).
Consequent to the cessation of ventilation during the periods of the breath holds,
increased CO2 levels in the blood (hypercapnia) have also been observed (28, 41, 48, 85). As
CO2 is a major stimulus to the peripheral chemoreceptors (84, 88), hypercapnia would be
responsible for a hyperventilatory response. However, these hyperventilatory responses
associated with longer duration breath holds, of approximately 40 s, were insufficient to
attenuate the decreases in V̇ O2p (41, 85). In the current study, it is possible that the 25 s freebreathing periods of each 30 s cycle would be sufficient duration to resolve the hypoxic effects
of the 5 s breath hold.
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Previous work on breath holds also observed a breath hold-induced bradycardia (1, 38,
42). Mechanistically, it has been suggested that breath holds after an inspiration increases
intrathoracic pressure and decreases abdominal pressures (28, 60, 75). This creates a pressure
gradient between the infra- and supra-diaphragmatic portions of the inferior vena cava that
“pulls” the blood towards the right side of the heart (28, 60, 75). This facilitates venous return
and diastole to the right side of the heart. It appears that the breath hold-induced increases in
stroke volume and mean arterial pressure, and the consequent baroreflex-mediated bradycardia
associated with the ‘human diving response’ observed previously with deep diving, is an attempt
to reduce cardiac O2 utilization (25, 70).
Previous work on breath holds during exercise suggests that the compensatory responses
associated with breath holds and/or hypoxia are insufficient to resolve successfully the hypoxic
and hypercapnic effects demanded of longer duration breath holds. Within the context of shorter
duration 5 s breath holds every 30 s in the present study, a physiological resolution of the breath
hold effects may be expected. However, if the 5 s breath holds are combined with the sprints, the
25 s of hyperventilation may be insufficient to support the increased ATP demand via oxidative
phosphorylation.

1.6

Breath-by-Breath Analysis by Mass Spectroscopy
In the present study, V̇ O2p will reflect the contribution of oxidative phosphorylation to

heavy intensity exercise. V̇ O2p will be measured at the mouth for breath-by-breath analysis.
These breath-by-breath V̇ O2p, carbon dioxide production (V̇ CO2p), and minute ventilation (V̇ E)
determinations are calculated using the inspired and expired flow rates from a low dead-space
bidirectional turbine. Inspired and expired gases were sampled continuously at the mouth and
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analyzed for concentrations of O2, CO2, and N2 by mass spectrometry, which were also
calibrated with fixed gas mixtures. Changes in gas concentrations were aligned with gas volumes
by measuring the time delay for a square-wave bolus of gas passing through the turbine, resulting
in changes in fractional gas concentrations as measured by the mass spectrometer. The data were
collected every 20 ms and transferred to a computer, which aligned concentrations with the
volumes to build a profile of each breath.
Breath-by-breath alveolar gas exchange was calculated using algorithms (79), which
were developed to estimate breath-by-breath alveolar gas exchange by accounting for changes in
both functional residual capacity and alveolar gas concentrations during ventilation. Total lung
gas exchange was computed with correction for accuracy.

1.7

Near – Infrared Spectroscopy and Muscle Deoxygenation
The previously observed HHb responses have been detected utilizing near-infrared

spectroscopy (7, 13, 14, 49). At the onset of high intensity exercise in the present study, O2
delivery to the muscles were provided by increased O2 offloading by hemoglobin, consequent to
greater PO2 gradient, until the time which O2 delivery by blood flow increases (40). Thus,
oxygenated hemoglobin, deoxygenated hemoglobin, and total hemoglobin saturation provides
useful information to the extent of muscle deoxygenation (15). The near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS) was utilized to observe these changes in the exercising muscle at the site of interrogation.
NIRS enables a continuous and non-invasive monitoring of the relative concentration changes in
oxygenated hemoglobin ([O2Hb]), deoxygenated hemoglobin ([HHb]), total hemoglobin
concentrations ([Hbtot]), and tissue hemoglobin saturation (SatO2) in the muscle microvasculature
during dynamic exercise (14).
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The theoretical foundation for the NIRS technology are explained in detail by Ferrari et
al. (19). In brief, there are varying lengths and frequencies of waves in the electromagnetic
spectrum, and infrared is the domain in between the visible and microwave domains. Thus, the
infrared spectroscopy exposes organic molecules like hemoglobin (Hb) and myoglobin (Mb) to
the infrared radiation, which range from 790-850 nm. Upon infrared radiation, Hb and Mb
“resonate” at these wavelength frequencies and is absorbed. When infrared spectroscopy is
utilized for organic tissues, it allows for the measurement of muscle [O2Hb], [HHb], and [Hbtot]
(36).
The measurement is determined by the amount of absorption of the near-infrared (NIR)
light projected by the diode refracted back to the optode from the organic tissue and the NIR
spectrum can particularly penetrate the organic tissue and enable absorption by Hb and Mb, with
varying amounts of absorption depending on the extent of O2 binding of these molecules. The
HHb and O2Hb absorbs different wavelengths of NIR depending on the presence of O2-binding
(690-760 nm and 800-850 nm, respectively). Therefore, the difference in wavelength emitted by
the NIRS optode from the diode provides measures of [O2Hb], [HHb], and [Hbtot] in the
microvasculature (50).
As O2 is transported from the pulmonary capillaries towards the exercising muscles via
the hemoglobin molecules, the decrease in partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) and the partial
pressure gradient facilitates O2 diffusion (i.e. O2-offloading) into the muscles. Thus, the NIRSderived [HHb] signal provides insight to the balance between oxygen delivery (QO2) and uptake
(V̇ O2) at the site of muscle interrogation (14, 46). Furthermore, the sum of [O2Hb] and [HHb] is
utilized to calculate a measure of [Hbtot]. Since the total hemoglobin volume is expressed in
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concentrations, [Hbtot] provides insight to microvascular blood flow changes at the site of
interrogation.
Moreover, the adjustment of normalized [HHb]-to-V̇ O2 ratio ([HHb]/V̇ O2) provides
insight to the matching of O2 delivery to O2 utilization, and blood flow distribution at the site of
interrogation (55). Thus, a collection of NIRS parameters will provide valuable insight to the
physiological effects of 5 s periods of peak aerobic power and breath holds.
Possible limitations of the NIRS is that NIRS-derived [HHb] signal may be influenced by
small arteries and venules, reflecting both the vasculature and the muscle, as the absorption
spectra of the myoglobin is similar to that of the hemoglobin. However, the ratio of hemoglobin
to myoglobin in human skeletal muscle has been suggested to be approximately 10:1 and it has
been accepted that the NIRS-derived [HHb] signal can be used as a proxy for the dynamic
adjustment of O2 extraction from the hemoglobin molecules (71). In summary, the NIRS enables
for a convenient and non-invasive observation of the microvascular oxygenation and blood flow
changes at the site of interrogation.

1.8

Study Rationale
The current breath hold literature is limited to longer breath hold durations of 15 – 45 s

every min (1, 38, 93, 94). With breathing patterns similar to elite swimming training and
competitions in 50 m pools, if the breath holds are shortened to 5 s every 30 s (i.e. 10 s every
min), the cardiovascular, respiratory, and metabolic responses associated with the breath holds
may be sufficient to resolve the associated transient hypoxia.
Thus, the main purpose of this study was to compare and contrast V̇ O2p, τV̇ O2p, V̇ E,
[HHb], HR, and arterialized-capillary lactate concentrations ([La-]) during a 6 min constant-load
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heavy intensity cycle ergometer exercise bout (CON) to three different intermittent protocols
consisting of repeated 30 s cycles. The elucidation of the acute effects of the brief breath hold
intervals and/or sprints in the present study will provide insight to the associated cardiovascular
and respiratory responses.
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Chapter 2

2

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESOLUTION OF PERIODIC BREATH HOLDING
DURING HEAVY INTENSITY FARTLEK EXERCISE

2.1

Introduction
Many sports require brief intermittent periods of maximal power output such as cycling

(59), rowing (72) and swimming (16), in both training and competition. There are also periods
where an athlete must produce maximal power while breathing irregularly or not breathing at all.
For example, during backstroke swimming, breath holds are required as the swimmers push off
the wall and kick underwater after a turn. In a 50 m pool, elite backstroke swimmers may
perform these underwater kicking phases at various intensities that may be sustained for
approximately 5 s (80). After surfacing, swimmers are able to breathe freely while completing
the remaining distance in approximately 25 s (73). Little is known about the physiological
consequences to this type of intermittent breath holding during high intensity exercise. The
elucidation and interpretation of the acute singular and combined physiological effects of
intermittent 5 s breath holds, while performing various intensities of work, followed by 25 s of
free-breathing may provide insights to exercise performance.
Previous research has shown that both breath holding of longer durations (15 to 45 s
every min to 5 min, respectively), and breathing low partial pressure of O2 gases during exercise
have been associated with decreases and increases in alveolar and arterial partial pressures of O2
(PO2; hypoxemia) and CO2 (PCO2; hypercapnia), respectively (38, 82). These conditions resulted
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in decreased pulmonary oxygen uptake (V̇ O2p) (1), slowed V̇ O2p kinetics (17, 30, 76), and
increased muscle deoxygenation ([HHb]) (38, 92), as well as arterialized-capillary lactate
concentrations ([La-]), compared to continuous exercise (28, 41, 48, 84, 85, 88).
During steady state exercise, the reduced alveolar and arterial PO2, and increased PCO2
are reflected in the decreased end-tidal PO2 (PETO2) and increased PCO2 (PETO2) in the expired
air. It is possible that decreased PO2, increased PCO2 and [La-] provoked by the 5 s breath hold
would induce a compensatory increase in ventilation during the 25 s free-breathing intervals
(86), which would be sufficient to resolve the breath hold-induced hypoxemic condition.
Breath holding after an inspiration has also resulted in increased intrathoracic pressures,
inducing temporary increases in venous return and stroke volumes that results in reflex
bradycardia, and thus, reduced O2 delivery (1, 28, 38, 42, 60, 75). If the aforementioned 5 s
breath holds are repeated every 30 s, it is possible that a similar cardiovascular response would
be observed. Previously, near-infrared spectroscopy-derived muscle deoxygenation (Δ[HHb])
and tissue hemoglobin saturation (SatO2) have been shown to reflect changes in PO2 associated
with the coupling of O2 utilization to oxidative phosphorylation, and/or a change in
microvascular blood flow under constant V̇ O2p conditions (6). If the breath holds result in
hypoxemia and hypercapnia, it is expected that muscle deoxygenation would increase in an
attempt to maintain O2 utilization at the muscle.
In previous intermittent exercise studies, it has been found that reducing the mean power
output by inserting 5 s active recovery periods at regular intervals within heavy intensity
exercise (supra-lactate threshold) decreased mean V̇ O2p and muscle deoxygenation (7).
Furthermore, with similar decreases in power output, others have also observed faster V̇ O2p
kinetics and decreased [La-] (9, 58). Thus, it is proposed in the present study that with the
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inclusion of 5 s periods of higher power output, known as fartlek exercise, a differential slowing
of V̇ O2p kinetics, and increased mean V̇ O2p, and [La-] would result. Moreover, combining these 5
s periods of higher power output with the breath holds may also result in an attenuation of the
expected increase in V̇ O2p associated with the increased mean power output, through the
replacement of oxidative phosphorylation with increased substrate level phosphorylation, that
would be reflected in increased [La-] (66).
Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare and contrast PETO2 and PETCO2,
ventilation, V̇ O2p, V̇ O2p kinetics, muscle deoxygenation, and [La-] during continuous heavy
intensity cycling exercise with free-breathing (CON), with three differing exercise conditions: 1)
Continuous heavy intensity exercise with repeated 5 s breath holds every 30 s (CBH), 2)
Repeated 30 s cycles comprised of 25 s of heavy intensity exercise and 5 s of higher power
output (fartlek) with free-breathing (FLK) and, 3) combining the 5 s breath holds with 5 s of
higher power output during heavy intensity exercise (fartlek breath hold (FBH)).
It was hypothesized that, in comparison to CON: 1) CBH would result in similar V̇ O2p
kinetics and mean V̇ O2p as a function of increased ventilation stemming from the breath holds; 2)
FLK would result in similar V̇ O2p kinetics, and increased mean V̇ O2p, ventilation, and [La-],
however, 3) when the two perturbations are combined, the attempted physiological resolution to
the increased V̇ O2p demand and the breath hold-induced hypoxemia would be overwhelmed,
resulting in similar mean V̇ O2p, but slower V̇ O2p kinetics, and increased ventilation and [La-].

2.2

Methods
Participants. Ten adult males (24 + 3 years old) volunteered and gave written consent to

participate in this study. All procedures were approved by the Western University Research
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Ethics Board for Health Sciences Research Involving Human Participants. All participants were
healthy, recreationally active (moderate intensity activities 1-3 times per week), and nonsmokers. No participants were taking any medications that would affect the cardiorespiratory or
hemodynamic responses to exercise.
Testing protocol. Participants were asked to maintain their usual levels of physical
activity throughout their participation in the present study and to refrain from drinking caffeine 6
hours prior to their tests. All tests were performed on an electronically braked cycle ergometer on
five separate days, with a minimum of 48 hours of recovery after each test. During each test, the
participants were required to wear a nose-clip to prevent the participant from breathing through
their nose, and a rubber mouthpiece, similar to that of breathing through a snorkel or diving
mask.
Testing Day 1: Incremental ramp test to fatigue on a cycling ergometer with a work rate
increment of 25 Watts (W) per minute was performed with verbal encouragement to facilitate
peak efforts. These baseline tests took approximately 15 min to complete and were used to
determine the V̇ O2peak and the estimated lactate threshold (LT) to prescribe the work rate for the
heavy intensity (HVY) and peak aerobic power outputs in subsequent tests. The LT was defined
as the V̇ O2p at which V̇ CO2p began to increase out of proportion to V̇ O2p with a systematic rise in
minute ventilation-to-V̇ O2p ratio and end-tidal PO2 whereas minute ventilation-to-V̇ CO2p ratio
and end-tidal PCO2 were stable. The LT was determined through visual inspection by two
researchers familiar with this procedure. Data analysis of the LT began after accounting for the
delay between V̇ O2p and work rate (the cardiodynamic phase) during the incremental ramp test to
fatigue.
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Testing Day 2: Participants performed a ‘square-wave’ cycling exercise test that began
with a 3 min warm-up with light intensity cycling (20 W) followed by a step transition to HVY
for 6 min with free-breathing (CON). The work rate during the HVY corresponded to the work
rate at which the participant’s V̇ O2p was at 50% difference between the LT and V̇ O2peak (Δ50)
during their incremental ramp test.
Testing Day 3: Participants performed a ‘square-wave’ cycling exercise test that began
with a 3 min light intensity cycle (20 W) followed by a step transition to HVY for 6 min while
performing a breath hold protocol (CBH). The breath hold (BH) protocol required repeated 30 s
cycles of a 25 s of non-regulated breathing followed by a 5 s of BH. This sequence was
performed repeatedly over the total four min light intensity and six 6 min HVY exercise bout. To
ensure proper execution, participants were given a 5 s verbal count-down leading into each BH.
Participants were also instructed to regulate their breathing during this 5 s lead in period to
ensure an inspiration initiated the BH.
Testing Day 4: Participants performed a ‘square-wave’ cycling exercise test that began
with a 3 min light intensity cycle (20 W) followed by repeated 30 s cycles comprised of 25 s at
Δ50, and 5 s at the peak work rate attained during ramp incremental test (sprints). Free-breathing
was performed throughout.
Testing Day 5: Participants performed a ‘square-wave’ cycling exercise test that began
with a 3 min light intensity cycle (20 W) followed by repeated 30 s cycles comprised of 25 s at
Δ50 with free-breathing and 5 s sprints combined with BH (FBH) for 6 min. The order of
performing the four conditions (CON, CBH, FLK, and FBH) were systematically randomized
via the iPhone application.
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Measurements. Inspired and expired gases were measured breath-by-breath by utilizing a
mass spectrometer (Innovision, AMIS 2000, Lindvedvej, Denmark). Gas collection for inspired
and expired flow rates were also measured with a low-dead-space (90 ml) bidirectional turbine
(Alpha Technologies, VMM 110) and pneumotach (Hans Rudolph, Model 4813) which were
calibrated before each test by using a syringe of known volume. Inspired and expired gases were
sampled continuously at the mouth and analyzed for concentrations of O2, CO2, and N2 by mass
spectrometry after calibration with precision-analyzed gas mixtures. Changes in gas
concentrations were aligned with gas volumes by measuring the time delay for a square-wave
bolus of gas passing the turbine to the resulting changes in fractional gas concentrations as
measured by the mass spectrometer. Data were collected every 20 ms and transferred to a
computer, which aligned concentrations with volume information to build a profile of each
breath. The measurement for each breath began with the inspiration and concluded with the
expiration, thus enabling to capture the breath during each breath hold.
During the exercise, the vastus lateralis of the quadriceps muscle was monitored
continuously by Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS; Oxiplex TS, model 95205, ISS, Champaign,
IL). The NIRS system was arranged as a single channel consisting of eight laser diodes operating
at two wavelengths (690 and 828 nm, 4 at each wavelength) that were pulsed in a rapid
succession (frequency modulation of laser intensity was 110 MHz) and a photomultiplier tube.
The lightweight plastic NIRS probe (connected to laser diodes and a photomultiplier tube by
optical fibres) consisted of two parallel rows of light-emitter fibres and one detector fibre bundle;
the source-detector separations for this probe were 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 cm for both
wavelengths. The probe was placed on the muscle belly midway between the lateral epicondyle
and greater trochanter of the femur; it was secured in place with an elastic strap tightened to
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prevent movement. The outline of the probe was marked with a permanent marker for future
tests. This placement allowed for accurate and continuous measurement of absolute
concentration changes (µM) in muscle oxyhemoglobin ([O2Hb]), deoxyhemoglobin ([HHb]),
total hemoglobin concentration ([Hbtot]), and tissue hemoglobin saturation (SatO2). The location
of measurement was covered with an optically dense, black vinyl sheet, to minimize the intrusion
of extraneous light. The thigh was wrapped with elastic bandages to further minimize intrusion
of extraneous light and movement of the probe. NIRS measurements started 60 s before each test
and were collected continuously throughout the entire duration of each test.
The NIRS instrument was calibrated at the beginning of each testing session following a
warm-up period of 10 minutes. The calibration was done with the probe placed on a calibration
block (phantom), with absorption (µA) and reduced scattering coefficients (µS) previously
measured; thus, correction factors were determined and were automatically implemented by the
manufacturer’s software for the calculation of the µA and µS for each wavelength during the data
collection. Calculation of [HHb] reflected continuous measurements of µS throughout each
testing session (i.e. constant scattering value not assumed). Data were stored online at an output
frequency of 25 Hz but were reduced to 1 s bins for all subsequent analyses and zeroed to the
baseline of each test.
Heart rate (HR) was measured continuously by a heart rate monitor (Polar Electro T34)
using PowerLab (ML132/ML880, ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO) and was calculated
(using a 5 s rolling average) based on the RR interval. Data were recorded using LabChart
version 6.1 (ADInstruments) on a separate computer.
Arterialized-capillary blood lactate concentrations ([La-]) were measured 3 min before
and 3 min after each test. Prior to the use of the lancet, a topical thermogenic (Finalgon,
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Boehringer Ingelheim) was applied onto the left index finger then sterilized with a rubbing
alcohol swab for each test. Blood was revealed using an ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus sterile,
single use lancing device and was immediately analyzed by SensLab GmbH Lactate SCOUT
arterialized-capillary lactate analyzer (mmol L-1). Latex gloves were worn by the attending
researcher.
Data analysis. Breath-by-breath gas exchange data were filtered by removal of aberrant
data points that lay 3 SD above and below the local mean (39). Data for each protocol were then
interpolated linearly to 1 s intervals and time-aligned, such that time 0 represented the increase
from the 20 W cycling period to the HVY. This second-by-second data were then averaged into
5 s bins for statistical analysis and graphing. [HHb] and [Hbtot] data were zeroed with the
baseline [HHb] and [Hbtot] values determined by the average of 60 s before the step-transition to
yield the changes in concentrations respective to their baseline values (Δ[HHb] and Δ[Hbtot]),
and raw SatO2 data was reported. The adjustment of normalized-[HHb]-to-V̇ O2p ratio
(Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p) was obtained by zeroing and normalizing both the [HHb] and V̇ O2p data as
percent changes, as previously described (54). The baseline values were considered “0,” and
peak values determined from the final 30 s of the exercise were considered “100%.” to the steady
state response. Analysis of the mean data of the different physiological measures were limited
from 120 s to end exercise to eliminate the initial V̇ O2p kinetic response.
The on-transient of each V̇ O2p profile was modeled with the following mono-exponential
function:
Equation 1.
y(t) = yBSL + Ap · (1 – e-(t-TD)/τ)
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In this equation, y (t) is the value of the dependent variable at any time during the
transition, yBSL is the pre-transition baseline value, Ap is the steady-state increase in y above the
baseline value, τ is the time constant of the response or the time for y to increase to 63% of the
new steady-state, and TD is the time delay. The details of the fitting procedure are described
elsewhere (34). Briefly, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was applied to find the minimum
sum of squared residuals between the mono- exponential function and the experimental data
using specialized software (Origin 8.5; OriginLab, Northampton, MA). The phase I-phase II
transition was determined by examining the change in τ and CI95 of the fitting window from the
end of exercise, and demarcated as the point at which there was a significant increase in τ and/or
CI95 closer to the onset of exercise. The end of the phase II fitting window was determined by
examining the change in τ, CI95, χ2, and plotted residuals in response to progressive increases at
the end of the fitting window. The point at which there was a systematic increase in τ, CI95, and
χ2 was considered as the end of phase II.
Statistics. Analysis of the results (n = 10) between each exercise condition (CON, CBH,
FLK, FBH) on changes in V̇ O2, [HHb], V̇ CO2p, V̇ E, PETO2, HR, and [La-] were calculated by
one-way repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA. Significant differences were further tested by Tukey
post hoc analysis. Data are reported as mean ± SD unless otherwise presented. Statistical
significance was declared when p < 0.05.

2.3

Results
Participant characteristics. Summary of the anthropometric characteristics and

performance variables assessed during the ramp incremental tests are shown in Table 1.
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V̇ O2p and V̇ O2p kinetics. Mean V̇ O2p from 120 s to the end of exercise was greater in FLK
than all the other conditions (Table 2; Figure 1; p < 0.05). V̇ O2p at the end of exercise (V̇ O2end)
during FLK was greater than CON (Table 2; p < 0.05). V̇ O2p fluctuations were observed during
CBH and FBH during each 30 s cycles; last 5 s periods were lower than the greatest 25 s period
during FBH (Table 2; p < 0.05). There were no fluctuations in CON and FLK over the same
period (Table 3; p > 0.05). τV̇ O2p was greater in FBH than CON and FLK (Table 2; p < 0.05) but
similar in CBH and FLK to CON (Table 2; p > 0.05).

End-tidal partial pressure of oxygen (PETO2) and carbon dioxide (PETCO2). The mean
PETO2 from 120 s to the end of exercise was greater in FLK and FBH than CON (Table 2; Figure
2a; p < 0.05), and similar in CBH to CON (Table 2; p > 0.05). Mean PETO2 fluctuations were
observed during the last 5 s of CBH and FBH compared to the highest 5 s period in their
respective 25 s periods of each 30 s cycle (Table 3; Figure 2b; p < 0.05) but not during FLK
(Table 3; p > 0.05). The mean PETCO2 from 120 s to the end of exercise was lower in FLK than
CON, greater in FBH than FLK (Table 2; Figure 3a p < 0.05) but similar in CBH to CON (Table
3; Figure 2b; p > 0.05). Mean PETCO2 fluctuations were observed during the last 5 s period of
CBH and FBH compared to the lowest 5 s period in their respective 25 s periods of each 30 s
cycle (Table 3; Figure 3b; p < 0.05) but not during FLK (Table 3; p > 0.05).

Carbon dioxide production (V̇ CO2p) and minute ventilation (V̇ E). The mean V̇ CO2p from
120 s to the end of exercise was greater in FLK than CON and lower in FBH than FLK (Table 2;
p < 0.05) but similar in CBH to CON (Table 2; p > 0.05). Mean V̇ CO2p fluctuations were
observed during the last 5 s period of CBH and FBH compared to the lowest 5 s period in their
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respective 25 s periods of each 30 s cycle (Table 3; p < 0.05) but not during FLK (Table 3; p >
0.05). The mean V̇ E from 120 s to the end of exercise was greater in CBH, FLK, and FBH than
CON, greater in FBH than CBH (Table 2; Figure 4; p < 0.05), and similar in FBH and FLK
(Table 2; Figure 4; p > 0.05). Mean V̇ E fluctuations were observed during the last 5 s period of
CBH and FBH compared to the lowest 5 s period in their respective 25 s periods of each 30 s
cycle (Table 3; p < 0.05).

Total hemoglobin concentration (Δ[Hbtot]), muscle deoxygenation (Δ[HHb]), tissue
hemoglobin saturation (SatO2). A summary of NIRS measures are presented in Table 2. The
mean Δ[Hbtot] changes from baseline values from 120 s to the end of exercise during CBH and
FLK was lower than CON, and FLK was lower than FBH (Table 2; Figure 5a; p < 0.05). The
mean Δ[HHb] changes from baseline values from 120 s to the end of exercise were different
between all conditions; CBH lower than CON, FBH lower than CBH, FLK lower than FBH
(Table 2; Figure 5b; p < 0.05). The SatO2 from 120 s to the end of exercise during CBH, FLK,
and FBH were greater than CON (Table 2; Figure 5c; p < 0.05). Mean Δ[HHb] fluctuations were
not observed during the last 5 s of CBH and FBH of each 30 s cycle (Table 3; p < 0.05).

Adjustment of normalized Δ[HHb]-to-VO2p ratio (Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p). Mean Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p
from 0 – 360 s was similar between all conditions (Table 2; Figure 6; p > 0.05). Mean
Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p of the last 5 s of each 30 s cycle were greater than the lowest 5 s point during the
25 s in CBH and FBH (Table 3; Figure 3; p < 0.05). Mean Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p fluctuations were
observed during the last 5 s of each 30 s cycle during CBH and FBH (Table 3; p < 0.05).
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Heart rate and O2-Pulse. The mean heart rate was different between all conditions from
120 s to the end of exercise; CBH lower than CON, FBH lower than FLK, FLK greater than
CON (Table 2; p < 0.05). The mean O2-Pulse from 120 s to the end of exercise was greater in
CBH than CON and lower in FBH than CON, but similar in FLK to CON (Table 2; p > 0.05).

Arterialized-capillary lactate concentration ([La-]). The mean pre-exercise [La-] across
all conditions were similar (Table 2; p > 0.05) and the mean post-exercise [La-] in FBH was
greater than all other conditions (Table 2; p < 0.05).
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Table 1. Participant characteristics and performance variables from the ramp incremental
test including age, height, body mass, V̇ O2peak, estimated LT, peak PO, and PO at Δ50.
Mean
SD

Age
(years)
24
3

Height
(cm)
179
6

Body
mass (kg)
80
9

V̇ O2peak
(L·min-1)
3.17
0.52

Estimated LT
(L·min-1)
1.77
0.22

PO at Δ50
(W)
218
30

Peak PO
(W)
314
49

V̇ O2peak: Peak pulmonary oxygen uptake (V̇ O2), estimated LT: estimated lactate
threshold, PO at Δ50: power output at 50 percent of the difference between the LT and
V̇ O2peak, Peak PO: peak power output attained during ramp incremental test (sprints)
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Table 2. Summary of physiological parameters collected during CON, CBH, FLK, and FBH.
CON
Mean PO
(Watts)
SD
V̇ O2p
(L·min-1)
SD
V̇ O2p BSL
(L·min-1)
SD
V̇ O2p end
(L·min-1)
SD
τV̇ O2p (s)
SD
V̇ CO2p
(L·min-1)
SD
V̇ E
(L·min-1)
SD
PETO2
(mmHg)
SD
PETCO2
(mmHg)
SD

CBH

FLK

FBH

218
30

218
30

234*
33

234*
323

2.71
0.12

2.73
0.14

2.85*
0.12

0.92
0.04

0.90
0.03

2.88
0.02
48.8
12
3.12
0.13

CON

CBH

FLK

FBH

169
7

166*†
7

175*
7

173*§†
6

2.73†
0.14

HR (bpm)
SD
O2-Pulse
(mlO2·min-1
·HR beat-1)
SD

16.3
0.3

16.7*
0.7

16.3
0.4

15.7*§†
0.8

0.93
0.04

0.90
0.05

Δ[Hbtot] (uM)
SD

4.94
0.4

3.85*
0.7

2.44*§
0.7

5.42*§†
0.8

2.83
0.10
53.2
11

2.97*
0.04
44.1§‡
8

2.86
0.10
62.2*
19

Δ[HHb] (uM)
SD
SatO2 (%)
SD

16.3
0.7
51.7
0.7

14.4*
0.6
55.5*†
0.5

12.0*§
0.4
54.4*
0.2

13.9*§†
0.5
55.5*†
0.5

3.16
0.38

3.43*‡
0.16

3.28*§
0.35

Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p
SD

0.99
0.13

0.99
0.15

1.00
0.12

1.00
0.15

2.0
0.5

1.8
0.3

1.7
0.4

1.7
0.4

9.0‡
2.3

10.0‡
2.4

9.9‡
2.0

11.5
2.7

89.74
7

97.58*
16

105.0*§
10

100.9*
19

103.9
2

105.4
5

108.4*
2

106.4*§
5

42.3
2

42.7
4

40.2*
3

42.2§†
4

pre [La-]
(mM)
SD
post [La-]
(mM)
SD

Data analyzed by one way repeated measures ANOVA. Values are given as means + SD. Mean
data are from 120 s – 360 s. CON: continuous exercise at Δ50 with free-breathing; CBH:
continuous exercise at Δ50 with repeated 30 s cycles comprised of 25 s free-breathing periods
and 5 s breath holds; FLK: continuous exercise with repeated 30 s cycles comprised of 25 s Δ50
and 5 s sprints with free-breathing; FBH: 6 min of continuous exercise with repeated 30 s cycles
comprised of 25 s Δ50 with free-breathing and 5 s sprints combined with a breath hold; Mean
PO: mean power output; V̇ O2p: mean pulmonary oxygen uptake; BSL: baseline during 4 min of
20 W cycling; end: last 30 s of exercise; τ: time constant representing 63% of time to reach
steady state; V̇ CO2p: mean carbon dioxide production; V̇ E: mean minute ventilation; PETO2: mean
end-tidal partial pressures of oxygen; PETCO2: mean end-tidal partial pressures of carbon
dioxide; HR: mean heart rate; O2-Pulse: mean oxygen utilization per heart beat; Δ[Hbtot]: mean
change in total hemoglobin concentration from baseline values; Δ[HHb]: mean change in
deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration from baseline values; SatO2: mean tissue hemoglobin
saturation; Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p: adjustment of normalized [HHb]-to-normalized V̇ O2p ratio from 0 –
360 s; [La-]: arterialized-capillary lactate concentration; * different from CON, § different from
CBH, † different from FLK, ‡ different from FBH
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Table 3. Summary of fluctuations in V̇ O2p, V̇ CO2p, V̇ E, PETO2, PETCO2, Δ[HHb], and
Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p over the 25 s and 5 s intervals within the 30 s cycles of CON, CBH, FLK, and
FBH.
CON
25 s

CBH
5s

25 s

FLK
5s

25 s

FBH
5s

25 s

5s

V̇ O2p (L·min-1)
SD
V̇ CO2p (L·min-1)
SD
V̇ E (L·min-1)
SD

2.58
0.4

2.36
0.5

2.67*
0.4

2.25*
0.5

2.72*
0.4

2.48*
0.5

2.70*
0.5

2.20*‡
0.5

2.87
0.6

2.60
0.7

3.13*
0.8

2.03*‡
0.5

3.20*
0.7

2.83*
0.8

3.29*
0.9

2.07*†‡
0.7

83.2
20

72.8
20

96.9*
25

59.1*‡
19

97.7*
23

83.9*
26

100*
27

57.2*†‡
16

PETO2 (mmHg)
SD

103
4

97
6

107*
4

88*‡
12

107*
4

100*
9

108*
5

89*†‡
13

PETCO2 (mmHg)
SD
Δ[HHb] (uM)
SD
Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p
SD

41
2
14.3
4
0.9
0.2

43
2
16.1
1
1.0
0.1

39*
2
14.1*
4
0.9
0.2

49*‡
3
12.5*
1
1.1*‡
0.1

39*
3
10.5*
3
0.9
0.2

42 ß
3
11.9*
1
1.0
0.1

38*
3
12.1*†
4
0.8†
0.2

49*†‡
3
13.63*§†
1
1.1*‡
0.2

Data analyzed by two way repeated measures ANOVA. Values are given as means + SD. 25 s:
represents the peak (V̇ O2p, V̇ CO2p, V̇ E, PETO2) or nadir (PETCO2, Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p) 5 s values
during the first 25 s period of each 30 s cycle; 5 s: represents the last 5 s of each 30 s cycle;
CON: continuous; CBH: continuous breath hold; FLK: FLK; FBH: FLK breath hold; V̇ O2p:
mean pulmonary oxygen uptake from 0 – 360 s; V̇ CO2p: mean carbon dioxide production from
0 – 360 s; V̇ E: mean minute ventilation from 0 – 360 s; PETO2: mean end-tidal partial pressures
of oxygen; PETCO2: mean end-tidal partial pressures of carbon dioxide; Δ[HHb]: change in
deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration; Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p: mean ratio of adjustment of
normalized [HHb]-to-normalized V̇ O2p; ‡ different from 25 s within the same condition,
* different from CON, § different from CBH, † different from FLK
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Figure 1. Mean pulmonary oxygen uptake (V̇ O2p)
profile during CON (continuous exercise at Δ50: 50
percent of the difference between the LT and V̇ O2peak),
CBH (continuous exercise at Δ50 with repeated 25 s
free breathing and 5 s breath holds), FLK (repeated 25
s Δ50 and 5 s free breathing sprints - peak work rate
attained during ramp incremental test), and FBH
(repeated 25 s free breathing Δ50 and 5 s sprints with
breath holds). The mean V̇ O2p from 120 s to the end of
exercise was greater in FLK than all other conditions
(p < 0.05).
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Figure 2a. Mean end-tidal partial pressure of oxygen
(PETO2) during CON (continuous exercise at Δ50: 50
percent of the difference between the LT and V̇ O2peak),
CBH (continuous exercise at Δ50 with repeated 25 s
free breathing and 5 s breath holds), FLK (repeated 25
s Δ50 and 5 s free breathing sprints - peak work rate
attained during ramp incremental test), and FBH
(repeated 25 s free breathing Δ50 and 5 s sprints with
breath holds).The PETO2 from 120 s to the end of
exercise was greater in FLK than CON, greater in FBH
than CON, and lower in FBH than FLK (p < 0.05).
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Figure 2b. Fluctuations in mean end-tidal partial
pressure of oxygen (PETO2) during CON and CBH.
This reflects the acute resolution of transient hypoxia
associated with each breath hold episode. The PETO2
during the last 5 s (lowest oscillation point shown in
the figure) were lower than the peak values during the
25 s periods over the 30 s cycles (p < 0.05).
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Figure 3a. Mean end-tidal partial pressure of carbon
dioxide (PETCO2) during CON (continuous exercise
at Δ50: 50 percent of the difference between the LT
and V̇ O2peak), CBH (continuous exercise at Δ50 with
repeated 25 s free breathing and 5 s breath holds),
FLK (repeated 25 s Δ50 and 5 s free breathing
sprints - peak work rate attained during ramp
incremental test), and FBH (repeated 25 s free
breathing Δ50 and 5 s sprints with breath holds).
The PETCO2 from 120 s to the end of exercise was
lower in FLK than CON, and greater in FBH than
FLK (p < 0.05).
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Figure 3b. Fluctuations in mean end-tidal partial
pressure of carbon dioxide (PETCO2) during CON
and CBH. This reflects the acute resolution of
transient hypoxia associated with each breath hold
episode. The PETCO2 during the last 5 s (highest
oscillation point shown in the figure) were greater
than the nadir values during the 25 s periods over
the 30 s cycles (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4. Mean minute ventilation (V̇ E) during
CON (continuous exercise at Δ50: 50 percent of the
difference between the LT and V̇ O2peak), CBH
(continuous exercise at Δ50 with repeated 25 s free
breathing and 5 s breath holds), FLK (repeated 25 s
Δ50 and 5 s free breathing sprints - peak work rate
attained during ramp incremental test), and FBH
(repeated 25 s free breathing Δ50 and 5 s sprints
with breath holds). The V̇ E from 120 s to the end of
exercise was greater in FLK and CBH than CON (p
< 0.05).
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Figure 5a. Mean total hemoglobin concentration
changes (Δ[Hbtot]) from baseline values during
CON (continuous exercise at Δ50: 50 percent of the
difference between the LT and V̇ O2peak), CBH
(continuous exercise at Δ50 with repeated 25 s free
breathing and 5 s breath holds), FLK (repeated 25 s
Δ50 and 5 s free breathing sprints - peak work rate
attained during ramp incremental test), and FBH
(repeated 25 s free breathing Δ50 and 5 s sprints
with breath holds). The mean Δ[Hbtot] from 120 s to
the end of exercise during CBH and FLK were
lower than CON and FBH (p < 0.05).
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Figure 5b. Mean deoxygenated hemoglobin
concentration changes (Δ[HHb]) from baseline
values during CON, CBH, FLK, and FBH. The
mean Δ[HHb] from 120 s to the end of exercise were
different in all conditions (p < 0.05).
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Figure 5c. Mean tissue hemoglobin saturation
(SatO2) during CON, CBH, FLK, and FBH. The
mean SatO2 from 120 s to the end of exercise during
CBH and FBH were greater than CON (p < 0.05).
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Figure 6. Mean adjustment of normalized [HHb]-to-V̇ O2p ratio (Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p)
during CON (continuous exercise at Δ50: 50 percent of the difference between
the LT and V̇ O2peak), CBH (continuous exercise at Δ50 with repeated 25 s freebreathing and 5 s breath holds), FLK (repeated 25 s Δ50 and 5 s free-breathing
sprints - peak power output attained during ramp incremental test), and FBH
(repeated 25 s free-breathing Δ50 and 5 s sprints with breath holds).
Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p during the last 5 s were greater than the nadir values during the
25 s periods over the 30 s cycles (p < 0.05).
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2.4

Discussion
The novel purpose of this study was to compare and contrast mean V̇ O2p, V̇ O2p kinetics,

muscle deoxygenation (Δ[HHb]), heart rate, and arterialized-capillary lactate concentrations
([La-]) during heavy intensity constant-load cycle ergometer exercise (CON), to three different
intermittent, heavy intensity exercise protocols. These protocols included 5 s periods of breath
holding (CBH), 5 s periods of higher power output (FLK), or a combination of the two (FBH).
The main findings demonstrated that, compared to CON: 1) CBH resulted in similar
mean V̇ O2p and V̇ O2p kinetics, increased mean V̇ E, decreased Δ[HHb], similar [La-], 2) FLK
resulted in increased mean V̇ O2p, similar V̇ O2p kinetics, increased V̇ E, decreased Δ[HHb], and
similar [La-], and 3) FBH resulted in similar mean V̇ O2p, slower V̇ O2p kinetics, increased V̇ E,
decreased Δ[HHb], and increased [La-].

Continuous Breath Hold (CBH).
Before discussing the outcomes of the addition of breath holds to continuous heavy
intensity exercise (CBH), the effects of breath holds in the present study on pulmonary gas
pressures, arterial gas pressures, and the subsequent effects on O2 delivery will be discussed.
Initially, the breath holds resulted in decreased PETO2 and increased PETCO2 (Table 2; Figure 2b
and 3b). Under sub-lactate threshold exercise intensities, end-tidal partial pressures have been
shown to be in equilibrium with that of arterial partial pressures (78). However, during supralactate threshold intensities, such as were utilized in the present study, PETO2 and PETCO2 are
greater and lower than pulmonary capillary pressures, respectively (86). This response is linked
to the increased breathing frequencies associated with the ventilatory buffering that occurs at
these intensities, and the associated faster breathing frequencies that reduce alveolar-capillary
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diffusion times for both gases, and as such, may not be an accurate reflection of pulmonary
capillary gas partial pressures (86, 88). However, in the present study, the PETO2 and PETCO2 of
CBH and FBH are determined utilizing the partial pressure of these gases from the last
inspiration before the breath hold, and the expiration 5 s later. Consequently, the confounding
effects of the faster breathing frequencies are not an issue, and it is suggested that the
fluctuations in PETO2 and PETCO2 consequent to the breath holds (Table 3; Figure 2b and 3b)
reflect a distinct hypoxemia and hypercapnia within the pulmonary capillaries (90). It is also
suggested that pursuant to hypoxemia and hypercapnia, the hyperventilatory response (Table 2
and 3; Figure 4), presumably via the peripheral and central chemoreceptors (88), was observed.
Together, the unchanged mean V̇ O2p during CBH, compared to CON (Table 2; Figure 1),
suggests that the momentary, breath hold-induced hypoxemia and hypercapnia has been resolved
by the hyperventilatory responses to the breath holds (Table 3; Figure 4), reflected by the
increased mean V̇ E throughout the duration of CBH (Table 2; Figure 4).
Previous literature has shown that increases or decreases in NIRS-derived muscle
deoxygenation (Δ[HHb]) and tissue hemoglobin saturation (SatO2) reflect increases or decreases
in the PO2. This is reflects O2 utilization from oxidative phosphorylation, and changes in O2
delivery under constant V̇ O2p conditions within the microvasculature in the muscle under NIRS
interrogation (6). CBH, compared to CON, resulted in decreased heart rate, increased O2-Pulse,
and a decrease in total hemoglobin concentration (Δ[Hbtot]) (Table 2; Figure 5a). This suggests
that any decreases in heart rate was made up by increases in stroke volume as reflected with
increased O2-Pulse, and thus O2 delivery was maintained and local muscle blood flow decreased,
similar to decreased leg blood flow observed by others under similar hypoxemic conditions (37).
However, the decreased Δ[HHb] and increased SatO2 in CBH, compared to CON (Table 2;
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Figure 5b and 5c) suggests, despite decreased local blood flow, a dramatic enhancement of
microvascular blood flow redistribution has occurred in the muscle under NIRS interrogation
(15, 52). Effectively, doing more with less. The appropriate temporal response of the
microvascular endothelium facilitating this redistribution has been demonstrated in previous
animal work (51). These authors observed a 3%·s-1 increase in vessel radius, after a time delay of
~4 s from the endothelial vasodilatory stimulus (51). It is suggested that the ~10 s of hypoxemia
and hypercapnia associated with the 5 s breath holds observed at the lung (Table 3; Figure 2b
and 3b) would also be present at the muscle for a similar duration, which would have been of
sufficient duration for the targeted vasodilatory response to increase microvascular blood flow
distribution in the muscle under NIRS interrogation.
Furthermore, increases in SatO2 and O2-Pulse under hypoxic and hypercapnic conditions
have also been observed at rest (74) and during moderate intensity exercise (33). These
investigators suggested that increased breathing frequencies and V̇ E, similar to that observed
during CBH, would have elicited a decrease in alveolar gas, and subsequently, blood
temperature. This would have shifted the O2 dissociation curve to the left, increasing the SatO2 at
a given PO2 (47). While it is possible that the increase in SatO2 and O2-Pulse observed in CBH
reflects a similar change in blood temperature, our increased Δ[Hbtot], Δ[HHb], and SatO2 data
suggest the aforementioned enhancement in microvascular blood flow distribution in the muscle
under NIRS interrogation.
Conventionally, increases and decreases in the adjustment of the Δ[HHb]-to-V̇ O2p ratio
(Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p) have been utilized to reflect increases and decreases in muscle arterial-venous O2
differences and/or O2 delivery as per the Fick equation (32, 55). Within the 30 s cycles of CBH,
Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p oscillations were observed (Table 3; Figure 6), yet no fluctuations in Δ[HHb] were
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detected (Table 3). This suggests that the Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2p oscillations during CBH (Table 3; Figure
6) were due to fluctuations in V̇ O2p (Table 3; Figure 1). It appears that the transient 5 s breath
hold-induced reductions of PETO2 and the subsequent hypoxemia reduced the O2 delivery to the
exercising muscle, resulting in a short-lived decrease in oxidative phosphorylation. This elicited
both the observed rhythmical decreases of V̇ O2p (Table 3; Figure 1) and the synchronous
overshoots in Δ[HHb]/V̇ O2 (Table 3; Figure 6). Notably, similar temporal oscillations in V̇ O2p
have been observed in previous intermittent exercise protocols during5 s active recovery periods,
which reduced O2 demand (7). Taken together, this suggests that, with either a 5 s period of
reduced O2 demand or O2 availability, a concomitant reduction in oxidative phosphorylation
results.
CBH, compared to CON, also resulted in bradycardia (Table 2). Similar breath holdinduced bradycardia has been observed in previous breath hold research (1, 38, 42).
Mechanistically, it has been suggested that a breath hold performed after an inspiration increases
the intrathoracic pressures and decreases the abdominal pressures (28, 60, 75), creating a
pressure gradient between the infra- and supra-diaphragmatic portions of the inferior vena cava,
that draws blood towards the right side of the heart (28, 60, 75). This facilitates venous return
and diastole of the right side of the heart, thus increasing stroke volume concurring with
Starling’s law (10). It is suggested that this mechanism was responsible for the observed
bradycardia during the breath holds in CBH (Table 2).
The previously observed slowing of V̇ O2p kinetics during exercise in hypoxia (15, 17, 30,
76) and longer duration breath holds (28, 38, 70), suggested that breath holds in CBH would
result in a similar slowing of V̇ O2p kinetics, compared to CON. However, the expectation was
that the breath hold-induced hypoxemia and the decrease in oxidative phosphorylation would be
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replaced by increased substrate level phosphorylation (15, 17, 24, 30, 57, 76). As such, despite
increased V̇ CO2p and V̇ E, the similar [La-] in CBH, compared to CON (Table 2) suggests that the
expected metabolic stress associated with increased substrate level phosphorylation was
resolved. It appears that increased V̇ E during CBH (Table 2; Figure 4) reconciled the transient
hypoxemia and hypercapnia through increased CO2 elimination during the 25 s free-breathing
periods (Table 3). Moreover, it is suggested that the improvement in microvascular distribution
of blood flow in CBH, combined with the increased V̇ E, have also averted any slowing of V̇ O2p
kinetics and increase in [La-].

Fartlek (FLK).
Our previous work on intermittent exercise patterns have shown that regular insertions of
short recovery periods (5 s and 3 s) during heavy intensity cycling exercise resulted in decreased
mean V̇ O2p and Δ[HHb] (7, 49). It was expected in the present study that, if these short recovery
periods were replaced with periods of higher power outputs, the increased ATP demand would
result in increased mean V̇ O2p, V̇ CO2p, V̇ E, Δ[HHb], and [La-], compared to CON.
Indeed, the insertions of 5 s periods of higher power outputs (sprints), which increased
the mean power output, was resulted in increased mean V̇ O2p, V̇ CO2p, and V̇ E, and,
unexpectedly, similar [La-], compared to CON (Table 2; Figure 1 and 4). Utilizing the standard
O2 cost of work (~10 ml O2·min-1·W-1) (63), our data have shown that the increased ATP
demand from the increased mean power output from CON to FLK has been ultimately met by
increased mean V̇ O2p (Table 2; Figure 1). However, previous work from our lab has
demonstrated that during the first 4 s of work, following brief recovery periods from an elevated
baseline during intermittent exercise, has shown that contributions from PCr-derived
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phosphorylation and substrate level phosphorylation were substantial (8). Similarly, in the
present study, the repeated transitions from 218 W during the 25 s period, to 5 s sprints at 314 W
(Table 1), would have increased PCr-derived phosphorylation and substrate level
phosphorylation and resulted in increased type II fibre recruitment (24, 57), intracellular and
blood [La-] (4, 43). Unexpectedly the post-exercise [La-] in FLK was similar to CON (Table 2).
Despite the accumulation of La- and H+ that would have developed from the 5 s sprints, how was
[La-] in FLK, similar to CON? It is suggested that the similar [La-] was mechanistically possible
through increased V̇ E, reflective of increased ventilatory buffering (Table 2 and 3; Figure 4) of
the additional CO2 that had been produced via the carbonic anhydrase reaction (61, 86).
FLK, compared to CON, also resulted in increased mean heart rate and similar O2-Pulse
(Table 2), reflecting an increase in O2 delivery. This increase in mean heart rate and the expected
increase in systolic blood pressure associated with the 5 s sprints, may have resulted from a
central attempt, via increased baroreceptor-mediated sympathetic activation (69). Furthermore,
the decreased Δ[Hbtot] and Δ[HHb], and increased SatO2, suggests that the increase in O2 delivery
was greater than the increased O2 demand associated with FLK (Table 2; Figure 5a, 5b, and 5c).
Thus, it appears that the increase in O2 delivery as suggested from increased mean heart rate and
O2-Pulse was proportionally greater than what was required, and a maldistribution of
microvascular blood flow in the muscle of NIRS interrogation occurred, resulting in the
decreased muscle deoxygenation (Table 2; Figure 5b).
Previous intermittent exercise research has also observed a similar maldistribution of
microvascular blood flow during muscle contractions performed at greater, compared to lower
work rates (68, 81). This was linked to increased intramuscular pressures (64) which impeded
blood flow in the exercising muscles (2, 21, 44). As such, it is suggested that the 44% increase in
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power output, performed during the 5 s sprints of FLK (Table 2), would have similarly impeded
blood flow and elicited the observed decrease in Δ[Hbtot]. Thus, the increase in mean heart rate
during FLK may have resulted from a central attempt to improve local muscle blood flow and
overcome the aforementioned occlusion-mediated increase in vascular resistance (68).
FLK also resulted in similar V̇ O2p kinetics to CON (Table 2). The previously suggested
mechanisms by which V̇ O2p kinetics may have been slowed (30, 43) are suggested to have been
offset by increased mean V̇ O2p and O2 delivery, compared to CON (Table 2; Figure 1). It appears
that the increased mean V̇ E and pulmonary-arterial PO2, as suggested by the greater PETO2 in
FLK (Table 2; Figure 2a), increased the alveolar-arterial PO2 gradient, and thus, O2 delivery
(61).

Fartlek Breath Hold (FBH).
In FBH, it was expected that the combined responses to the insertions of 5 s breath holds
and sprints would overwhelm any hyperventilatory attempts to increase V̇ O2p and attenuate
increases in [La-], that was observed in the singular interventions in CBH and FLK (83).
Consequent to the insertions of 5 s sprints, FBH resulted in greater mean power output
and ATP demand, as well as increased V̇ CO2p and mean V̇ E, compared to CON (Table 2; Figure
4). In comparison to FLK, FBH resulted in lower V̇ CO2p and similar mean V̇ E (Table 2; Figure
4). This suggests that the increase in mean V̇ E during FLK was comparable to that of the breath
hold-induced hyperventilatory responses that was observed during the 25 s free-breathing
periods of FBH (Table 3; Figure 4), allowing sufficient ventilation to result in similar and lower
mean V̇ O2p, compared to CON and FLK, respectively (89). Nevertheless, the increased [La-] in
FBH, compared to all other conditions (Table 2) suggests that the ventilatory responses in FBH
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were overwhelmed by the combination of the breath holds and sprints, and was insufficient to
resolve the increased La- production from the sprints.
Moreover, FBH resulted in greater heart rate than CON, and lower heart rate than FLK,
but lower O2-Pulse compared to both CON and FLK, suggesting increased O2 delivery (Table 2).
As suggested earlier, the increased sympathetic activation (69) may be responsible for the
increased heart rate in FBH compared to CON , and the breath hold-induced bradycardia (60,
75), for the decreased heart rate in FBH relative to FLK.
FBH also resulted in increased Δ[Hbtot], compared to both CON and FLK, decreased and
increased Δ[HHb], compared to CON and FLK, respectively, and increased SatO2, compared to
both CON and FLK (Table 2; Figure 5a, 5b, and 5c). These responses suggest that the addition of
the breath holds to the sprints increased local muscle blood flow, presumably consequent to the
local vasodilatory effects of La- (27, 40). It has been observed previously that increased [La-] and
associated acidosis induces local vasodilation through activation of cyclic guanine
monophosphate (cGMP) within smooth muscle cells of the muscle microvasculature (12).
Furthermore, in comparison to CON, the increased heart rate, Δ[Hbtot], and decreased O2Pulse during FBH, (Table 2; Figure 5a), suggest an increase in blood velocity that would have
decreased Hb capillary transit and diffusion time within the microvasculature. This would have
resulted in a reduction of O2 availability to the working muscle, and thus, resulted in the
observed decrease in muscle deoxygenation (Table 2; Figure 5b). In comparison to FLK, in
which the blood velocity is relatively slower due to breath hold-induced bradycardia, the smaller
decrease in Hb capillary transit and diffusion time within the microvasculature, has resulted in
increased muscle deoxygenation (Table 2; Figure 5b). Similar effects of Hb capillary and
diffusion time on muscle deoxygenation have been suggested elsewhere under similar
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hypoxemia during exercise in hypoxia (15). Despite the increased power output and ATP
demand of FBH, compared to CON, the unchanged mean V̇ O2p during FBH (Table 2; Figure 1)
suggests a similar reduction in O2 availability for oxidative phosphorylation.
FBH also resulted in slower V̇ O2p kinetics than both CON and FLK (Table 2), consistent
with previous observations of slower V̇ O2p kinetics during exercise in hypoxia (15, 17, 30, 76),
and the associated increased type II muscle fibre recruitment (24, 57) and blood [La-] (56).
In summary, the metabolic stress resulting from the addition of sprints to the breath holds
were unable to be resolved by the ventilatory responses, as was observed in CBH, notably
resulting in decreased mean V̇ O2p, slower V̇ O2p kinetics, and increased [La-] (Table 2; Figure 1).

Practical Applications
In swimming, athletes utilize different strategies of achieving the ~5 s underwater kicking
phase. In backstroke swimming, swimmers tend to be faster kicking underwater and therefore
may perform these underwater breath hold phases at greater intensity to maximize their velocity
over these 5 s. The present study provides preliminary insight into the singular and combined
physiological resolutions associated with 30 s cycles, comprised of 5 s breath holds and/or
sprints, followed by 25 s of free-breathing performed at an identical power output. Our data
suggest that choosing to perform such breath hold phases at greater intensity places a greater
demand on substrate level phosphorylation and will precipitate an earlier onset of fatigue.

Conclusion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the physiological responses to the
insertions of intermittent 5 s breath holds and/or sprints during heavy intensity cycling exercise.
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It has been established that the breath hold-induced hyperventilatory responses and improved
microvascular distribution of blood flow during CBH, were sufficient to maintain similar V̇ O2p
to CON. However, when breath holds were combined with the sprints, the hyperventilatory
responses were overwhelmed and precipitated greater metabolic stress.

2.5

Future Directions and Limitations

Future Directions
The present study on the physiological responses to the breath holds during heavy
intensity exercise were observed among but limited to recreationally active, healthy young male
participants. Investigation of similar protocols in women and/or older populations would enable
comparisons between sex and with aging, enabling to further characterize the physiological
responses to breath holds and sprints during heavy intensity exercise.

Limitations
The NIRS signals are affected by subcutaneous adipose tissue thickness (5). The
penetration depth is roughly half of the optode distance (19). Since our measures were not
corrected for the adipose tissue thickness, subject variabilities in adipose tissue thickness may
have influenced the NIRS signals.
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